Nomen Tag Library

<Nomen>
Description: The root element for the enhanced name authority DTD.
Attributes: type Personal|Corporate

<RecordNumber>
Description: Contains a unique identifying number for each record.

<Authorized>
Description: This element’s children contain the authorized form of the personal or corporate name. Equivalent to MARC 100 or 110 field.

  <Family>
  Description: Contains the family name in personal records. In corporate records this contains the full authorized group name.

  <Given>
  Description: Contains person or group’s primary given name.

  <Additional>
  Description: Contains the additional name or parts of names of the person or group.

  <Add1>
  Description: Contains the additional name or parts of names of the person or group.

  <Add2>
  Description: Contains the additional name or parts of names of the person or group.

  <Add3>
  Description: Contains the additional name or parts of names of the person or group.

  <Title>
  Description: Contains any titles bestowed upon person or group. Equivalent to subfield c of MARC 100 field.

  <Source>
  Description: Contains reference for the source of authorized name information (This could be a link to full bibliographic record if available)

  <Work>
  Description: This element’s children contains the full title and subtitle of referenced source for inception information.
<Titlus>
Description: Contains title of referenced work.

<Subtitle>
Description: Contains subtitle of referenced work.

<Variant>
Description: This element’s children contain the variant forms of the personal or corporate identity. Equivalent to MARC 400 or 410 field.

    Attributes: number: one|two|three|four|five

<vFamily>
Description: Contains the variations of person or groups family name in personal records. In corporate record this contains variations of the full group name.

<vGiven>
Description: Contains variants of primary given name.

<vAdditional>

<vAdd1>
Description: Contains the additional variant name or parts of names of the person or group.

<vAdd2>
Description: Contains the additional variant name or parts of names of the person or group.

<vAdd3>
Description: Contains the additional variant name or parts of names of the person or group.

<vTitle>
Description: Contains any titles bestowed upon person or group. Equivalent to subfield c of MARC 400 field.

<Descrip>
Description: This element’s children contain detailed descriptive information about the person or group or group.

<Inceptio>
Description: This element’s children contain the complete date and geographical information about the individual’s birth or group’s inception.
<Year>
Description: This element contains the four digit common epoch year number of birth or inception.

<Month>
Description: This element contains the month of birth or inception.

<Day>
Description: This element contains the calendar day of birth or inception.

<Locatio>
Description: This element’s children contains the geographical location of birth or inception.

<Republic>
Description: This element contains the name of the country or republic of birth or inception.

<Regio>
Description: This element contains the name of the state, province, or region of birth or inception.

<City>
Description: This element contains the name of the city or town of birth or inception.

<Street>
Description: This element contains the name of the street, road, or boulevard of birth or inception.

<StreetNumber>
Description: This element contains the street number of the location of birth or inception.

<PostalCode>
Description: This element contains the postal code of the location of birth or inception.

<diSource>
Description: This element’s children contain the citation for the source of inception information (This could be a link to full bibliographic record if available)

<diWork>
Description: This element’s children contains the full title and subtitle of referenced source for inception information.
<diTitus>
Description: Contains title of referenced work.
</diTitus>

<diSubtitle>
Description: Contains subtitle of referenced work.
</diSubtitle>

<Conclusio>
Description: This element’s children contain the complete date and geographical information about the individual’s death or group’s conclusion.

<dcYear>
Description: This element contains the four digit common epoch year number of death or conclusion.
</dcYear>

<dcMonth>
Description: This element contains the month of death or conclusion.
</dcMonth>

<dcDay>
Description: This element contains the calendar day of death or conclusion.
</dcDay>

<dcLocatio>
Description: This element’s children contains the geographical location of death or conclusion.
</dcLocatio>

<dcRepublic>
Description: This element contains the name of the country or republic of death or conclusion.
</dcRepublic>

<dcRegio>
Description: This element contains the name of the state, province, or region of death or conclusion.
</dcRegio>

<dcCity>
Description: This element contains the name of the city or town of death or conclusion.
</dcCity>

<dcStreet>
Description: This element contains the name of the street, road, or boulevard of death or conclusion.
</dcStreet>

<dcStreetNumber>
Description: This element contains the street number of the location of death or conclusion.
</dcStreetNumber>
<dcPostalCode>
Description: This element contains the postal code of the location of death or conclusion.
</dcPostalCode>

<dcSource>
Description: Contains reference for the source of conclusion information (This could be a link to full bibliographic record if available)
</dcSource>

<dcWork>
Description: This element’s children contains the full title and subtitle of referenced source for conclusion information.
</dcWork>

<dcTitulus>
Description: Contains title of referenced work.
</dcTitulus>

<dcSubtitle>
Description: Contains subtitle of referenced work.
</dcSubtitle>

<Regnum>
Attributes: number : one|two|three|four|five
Description: This repeatable element contains the field of specialization or occupation of the person or group.
</Regnum>

<Affiliatio>
Attributes: relationship : employer | institutio | organization | corporatio | associate | patron | teacher | student
Description: This element contains the complete name of the person, place or organization of which the person or group is affiliated.
</Affiliatio>

<aNomen>
Description: This element contains the complete name of the person, place or organization of which the person or group is affiliated.
</aNomen>

<aiInceptio>
Description: This element’s children contain the complete date and geographical information about the person or group’s affiliation with the person or place.
</aiInceptio>

<aiYear>
Description: This element contains the four digit common epoch year number of birth or inception.
</aiYear>

<aiMonth>
Description: This element contains the month of birth or inception.
</aiMonth>
<aiDay>
Description: This element contains the calendar day of birth or inception.
</aiDay>

<aiLocation>
Description: This element’s children contains the geographical location of birth or inception.
</aiLocation>

<aiRepublic>
Description: This element contains the name of the country or republic of birth or inception.
</aiRepublic>

<aiRegion>
Description: This element contains the name of the state, province, or region of birth or inception.
</aiRegion>

<aiCity>
Description: This element contains the name of the city or town of birth or inception.
</aiCity>

<aiStreet>
Description: This element contains the name of the street, road, or boulevard of birth or inception.
</aiStreet>

<aiStreetNumber>
Description: This element contains the street number of the location of birth or inception.
</aiStreetNumber>

<aiPostalCode>
Description: This element contains the postal code of the location of birth or inception.
</aiPostalCode>

<aiSource>
Description: Contains reference for the source of inception information (This could be a link to full bibliographic record if available)
</aiSource>

<aiWork>
Description: This element’s children contains the full title and subtitle of referenced source for inception information.
</aiWork>

<aiTitulus>
Description: Contains title of referenced work.
</aiTitulus>

<aiSubtitle>
Description: Contains subtitle of referenced work.
</aiSubtitle>
<acConclusio>
Description: This element’s children contain the complete date and geographical information about the affiliation’s conclusion.

<acYear>
Description: This element contains the four digit common epoch year number of affiliation’s conclusion.

<acMonth>
Description: This element contains the month of affiliations’s conclusion.

<acDay>
Description: This element contains the calendar day of affiliation’s conclusion.

<acLocatio>
Description: This element’s children contains the geographical location of affiliation’s conclusion.

<acRepublic>
Description: This element contains the four digit common epoch year number of affiliation’s conclusion.

<acRegio>
Description: This element’s children contains the geographical location of affiliation’s conclusion.

<acCity>
Description: This element contains the name of the city or town of affiliation’s conclusion.

<acStreet>
Description: This element contains the name of the street, road, or boulevard of affiliation’s conclusion.

<acStreetNumber>
Description: This element contains the street number of the location of affiliation’s conclusion.

<acPostalCode>
Description: This element contains the postal code of the location of affiliation’s conclusion.

<acSource>
Description: Contains reference for the source of affiliation’s conclusion information (This could be a link to full bibliographic record if available)
<acWork>
Description: This element’s children contains the full title and subtitle of referenced source for affiliation’s conclusion information.

<acTitulus>
Description: Contains title of referenced work.

<acSubtitle>
Description: Contains subtitle of referenced work.